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hey missed it by five months. 

In 1980, when X-Men comics scribe Chris Claremont and artist John Byrne 
sat down to write their “Days of Future Past” story arc, they had to choose a year 
in the future when everything would go to hell. Most of the X-Men are dead, the 

few mutants who remain live in internment camps and are hunted by giant robots, a 
nuclear war is about to obliterate the planet and Manhattan’s swanky Park Avenue — 
where our story begins — is “a slum, abandoned, derelict, dying...much like the city, 
the country, the planet around it.”

They chose 2013. 
The two-book arc was published in January and February of 1981 and, thanks to some mutant-

assisted time travel, takes place in both that time period and 2013. It’s considered one of the X-Men’s  
best storylines and most fans were delighted when it became the source material for the seventh X-Men  
movie, X-Men: Days of Future Past. The choice also made room for the film franchise’s two fantastic  
casts — one portraying the younger mutants that includes Oscar-caliber actors like Michael Fassbender 
and Jennifer Lawrence, and the other portraying the mutants’ older incarnations that includes, well,  
Ian McKellen and Patrick Stewart. 

So, similar to when the movie 1984 came out in 1984 we now have the opportunity to see how our 
imagined future stacks up against what came to pass — and we’re not doing too bad! Sure, Claremont 
and Byrne’s dystopia sets a low bar but, still, what a relief. No mutant internment camps, the nuclear 
annihilation of our planet is at least a couple of years away, and Park Avenue is still swanky. 

While Back to the Future fans bemoan the fact that we have yet to be issued our hoverboards, at least 
we’re not mired in a war that pits mutants against robots and will surely lead to the planet’s destruction. 
By the way, that hoverboard scene from Back to the Future Part II was set in October 2015, so you have just 
over a year to get it done, engineers.

There is one positive for Canadians in Claremont and Byrne’s 2013. In the comic books, Wolverine serves 
as part of the Canadian Resistance Army, evoking images of rebel groups like the French Resistance standing 
up to the Nazis during World War II. It’s nice to know we did the right thing during the war on mutants. 

Turn to page 40 to read our X-Men cover story, which includes a look at the franchise, stories from the 
new film’s Montreal shoot and an interview with Canadian Ellen Page about reuniting with Kitty Pryde.

As for missing 2013 by five months, meh, time travel’s not perfect.
Elsewhere in this issue, Aaron Taylor-Johnson explains why you can expect more than just a monster 

movie from Godzilla (page 24) and we have Rose Byrne on trying to be funny opposite Seth Rogen in 
Neighbors (page 28). Plus, on page 32 we give you our Summer Movie Preview, 10 films that’ll keep you 
busy June through August.

n MARNI WEISZ, EDITOR

(AND GONE)

THE TIME  
HAS COME
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SNAPS

ANNE EATER
Anne Hathaway meets an 
amorous anteater while 
promoting Rio 2 in Miami.
PHOTO BY GUSTAVO CABELLERO/GETTY

BEIJING  
BIKE RIDE
On-screen/off-screen 
couple Emma Stone and 
Andrew Garfield take a 
bike ride while in Beijing 
to promote The Amazing 
Spider-Man 2. 
PHOTO BY BEN MCMILLAN/IMAGE.NET  

LIVELY 
GREETING
Blake Lively greets a pup 
on The Age of Adaline’s 
Vancouver set.
PHOTO BY PUNKD IMAGES
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IN BRIEF

THE ART OF FILM
The hours and hours Hoang Tran spent in dentistry 

school before dropping out weren’t a complete waste 

of time; he became very adept at using dentistry tools. 

“I kind of stumbled upon crayon carving sometime 

after that,” says the artist from Sunnyvale, California. 

“So ironically I still use my dental instruments but on 

crayons instead of teeth.” Tran was inspired by the 

crayon carvings of artist Diem Chau, but where Chau’s 

work typically depicts real-life figures Tran gets his 

inspiration from pop culture — “TV shows, movies, 

cartoons, comic books.” Each carving takes about two 

hours, and Tran has tackled around 75 different subjects 

so far. Go to hqtran.tumblr.com for more. —MW

Emma 
Watson

ndrew Garfield’s 

older brother must 

be feeling pretty 

good about now. 

Garfield, a.k.a Spider-Man 

in The Amazing Spider-Man 2, 

based the web-slinging part 

of his character on his older 

brother, Ben.

“To me, [the character’s] 

become two people. Spider-

Man being the older brother, 

and Peter Parker being the 

younger brother,” Garfield 

revealed during a panel at 

Comic-Con. “I can identify 

with Peter Parker because I’m 

a younger brother, and I kind 

of always felt in the shadow of 

Emma Watson and  

Ethan Hawke are in Toronto 

to shoot the thriller 

Regression this month. 

There’s little information 

about the film’s plot, 

but early reports say it 

concerns a father charged 

with abusing his daughter. 

The twist is that dad has 

no recollection of the 

disturbing events. 

    Regression is being 

directed by Alejandro 

Amenábar (The Others) 

who also wrote the script. 

—MW

On  
Home 
Turf
REGRESSIONmy older brother in a way, and 

I think that Peter feels in the 

shadow of Spider-Man.”

When Garfield’s playing 

the awkward schoolboy 

Parker, he draws on his own 

experiences. “Obviously I’m 

easier to access because I’m 

very vulnerable and I’m stupid 

and I make mistakes and I fail 

all the time.”

But when he’s playing Parker’s 

heroic alter ego, it’s his brother 

— a doctor — that he channels. 

“My older brother is perfect, 

and it irritates the hell out of 

me,” said Garfield. “I wouldn’t 

say he was superhuman, he 

can’t climb walls and swing 

through New York City, but 

he can save lives because he’s 

a doctor. So I’m screwed. I’m 

screwed from the get-go. How 

am I going to top that?”

It’s not the first time 

Garfield’s used his sibling 

rivalry as inspiration. In 

2007 he told the Telegraph 

newspaper, “My brother is 

super-intelligent and a pretty 

sorted guy…. I suppose I 

was trying to get out of his 

shadow a little bit. I’m so 

proud of my brother, he’s a 

doctor now and I think he’s 

doing the most noble thing 

one can do. But we were very 

competitive.” —MW

PLAYING 
DOCTOR
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Quote Unquote
She’s a little cuckoo. She’s not afraid 

of screaming, crying, saying and 
doing whatever she wants. She’s a fun 
character, she brings a bit of humour 
to the movie, and I think that’s why 

John wanted me to do the role.
—SOFÍA VERGARA ON PLAYING 

SELIMA IN FADING GIGOLO

MAJOR LEAGUE PLAYERS
North American audiences will have no problem recognizing 

Mad Men’s Jon Hamm, who plays real-life Major League 

Baseball scout J.B. Bernstein in Million Dollar Arm. But what 

about his two co-stars — Suraj Sharma (second from right) 

and Madhur Mittal (second from left), who play the Indian 

cricket players Bernstein recruits as potential baseball stars? 

Eagle-eyed movie fans should recognize Sharma as Pi Patel 

from 2012’s Life of Pi, it was his first professional acting 

role, and Mittal as Salim, Jamal’s (Dev Patel) older brother in 

Slumdog Millionaire (2008).

In the past year, The Last Unicorn, an obscure but beloved 

1982 animated film about a lone unicorn searching for 

others of her kind, has screened 64 times — one city at a 

time — around the United States, often selling out. And now 

the film is touring Cineplex theatres across Canada before 

moving on to another few hundred planned screenings in 

Germany, Mexico, Japan and Great Britain.

In each city, Peter S. Beagle, who wrote both the novel and 

screenplay on which the fantasy is based, is accompanying 

the print to meet with fans and answer their questions. 

“Like many people in our audiences I’ve actually come 

to love it more over time, and on the big screen I’m always 

spotting something I never noticed before, some little detail of 

the art or action,” says Beagle, whose film features the voices 

of Mia Farrow, Jeff Bridges, Angela Lansbury and Alan Arkin. 

“Of course, on tour I don’t usually watch it all the way through.” 

So what does he do instead? “Mostly I read. The best advice 

my father ever gave me was to always carry a book.”

Go to Cineplex.com/Events for times and locations. —MW

WHERE  
TO SEE 
A UNICORN
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WHAT THE F?
It’s rare that a movie has a different title in Canada and the U.S., 

but it’ll happen to a Daniel Radcliffe movie for the second time 

when the Canadian film The F Word hits theatres August 1st. Well, 

it’ll be The F Word here, but in the States that title’s too racy, so 

CBS Films is eyeing the title What If. Ironically, the F in The F Word  

stands for friend. In 2001 Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone 

had its name changed to the sexier Harry Potter and the 

Sorcerer’s Stone in the States. ’Cause philosophers are boring. 

A 
Million Ways to Die in the West — Seth MacFarlane’s 

comedy about a cowardly farmer trying to 

survive in inhospitable 1882 Arizona — is the 

latest in a rich and storied genre. We’re not 

talking about Westerns, but Weird Westerns. 

Here are five of the most memorable.

PAINT YOUR WAGON (1969): 

Tough guys Lee Marvin  

and Clint Eastwood sing  

their hearts out in the  

Musical-Western based on  

the Lerner and Loewe play.

BLAZING SADDLES (1974): 

One of Mel Brooks’ funniest 

satires stars Cleavon Little as 

the ultimate Old West anomaly, 

a black sheriff, and Gene Wilder 

as his sidekick Jim.

BACK TO THE FUTURE PART III 

(1990): Marty McFly  

(Michael J. Fox) rides the 

DeLorean time machine back 

to the Old West of 1885 to 

save Doc Brown (Christopher 

Lloyd) from thugs.

WILD WILD WEST (1999):  

The not-so-successful 

adaptation of the 1960s TV 

series stars Will Smith and 

Kevin Kline as hired guns 

trying to bring justice to a 

steampunk-infused Old West.

COWBOYS & ALIENS (2011): 

Daniel Craig is an amnesiac 

traveller who joins with an 

ornery sheriff (Harrison Ford) 

to defend an 1873 New Mexico 

town from extra-terrestrials.

We hope your memories 

of mom are less terrifying 

than this mother/daughter 

moment from Maleficent. 

That’s Angelina Jolie on the 

left as the Mistress of All Evil, 

and her real-life daughter 

Vivienne Jolie-Pitt on the 

right as young Aurora, the 

lovely lass Maleficent curses 

to death. —MW  

ANOTHER 
WEIRD 
WESTERN

HAPPY  
MOTHER’S DAY!
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sually, actors start small. Not six-foot-six 

Daniel Cudmore. His first movie role was 

huge in at least two ways. He played 

the massive Russian mutant Colossus in 

2003’s X2, which was the second film  

of the enormous X-Men franchise. He 

played him again three years later in 

X-Men: The Last Stand.

Now the actor from Squamish, B.C., is back in Colossus’  

big, black boots for X-Men: Days of Future Past. “It felt like a 

high school reunion in a way,” says Cudmore over the phone 

from Vancouver. “Everyone’s the same, and everyone’s doing 

the same things, albeit 10 years later. It was a very easy feeling 

to walk into that, everyone knew each other.”

Sure, a high school reunion — if you went to high school with 

Ian McKellen, Patrick Stewart, Hugh Jackman, Halle Berry and 

Ellen Page. Cudmore didn’t get to work with the other X-Men 

cast, actors like Jennifer Lawrence, Michael Fassbender  

and James McAvoy who play younger versions of the mutants 

in this movie that merges the contemporary timeline from  

the first three X-Men movies with the 1960s timeline of  

X-Men: First Class (2011). 

“It was literally like shooting two separate movies,” he says. 

“The only time I got to meet a few people was when we came 

back to do reshoots. So me, and Jennifer Lawrence, and some 

of the other actors were like, ‘Hey, nice to meet you, we’re in the 

same movie.’”

Since his breakthrough in X2, Cudmore has racked up roles 

that take advantage of his physique and athleticism, like 

the Volturi henchman Felix in the Twilight movies. He’s even 

developed a reputation as a “stunt actor,” meaning he doesn’t 

have to be replaced by a stunt man unless the stunt is seriously 

dangerous. “I have no problem admitting, and having a pro 

come in, when I can’t make it look good,” he says. 

As for Colossus’ role in the new movie… “He’s getting older, 

he’s more of a battle-hardened warrior. He’s more protective 

of the remaining mutants he’s with,” says Cudmore, before 

adding, “That’s as much as I can say without giving anything 

away.” —MARNI WEISZ

SPOTLIGHT CANADA
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X-MEN: DAYS OF  
FUTURE PAST 

HITS THEATRES  
MAY 23RD

CUDMORE’S 
DANIEL
BIG ROLE
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In Madrid for the Noah premiere. 
PHOTO BY CARLOS ALVAREZ/GETTY 
FOR IMAGE.NET

JENNIFER	
CONNELLY

At the L.A. premiere of Divergent.
PHOTO BY LIONEL HAHN/KEYSTONE PRESS

SHAILENE	
WOODLEY

	ALL
DRESSED
UP

MARGOT	
ROBBIE
At the Empire Film 
Awards in London. 
PHOTO BY ASH KNOTEK/
KEYSTONE PRESS
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TY	
BURRELL
In London for a  
VIP screening of  
Muppets Most Wanted.
PHOTO BY PAUL TREADWAY/
KEYSTONE PRESS

JAKE	
GYLLENHAAL
In Madrid for a screening of Enemy.
PHOTO BY GETTY

In London for the premiere of 
Captain America: The Winter Soldier.
PHOTO BY IAN GAVAN/GETTY

SCARLETT	
JOHANSSON
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IN THEATRES

THE AMAZING 
SPIDER-MAN 2
In this sequel to The Amazing 

Spider-Man, Peter Parker 

(Andrew Garfield) is juggling 

being a crime-fighter and a 

good boyfriend to Gwen Stacy 

(Emma Stone) when old pal 

Harry Osborn (Dane DeHaan) 

and two new villains — Electro 

(Jamie Foxx) and The Rhino 

(Paul Giamatti) — arrive on 

the scene. 

BELLE
The true story of Dido Elizabeth 

Belle (Gugu Mbatha-Raw), the 

daughter of an African slave 

and an 18th-century British 

naval officer raised in the lavish 

home of her great-uncle  

(Tom Wilkinson). Although she 

finds companionship with her 

cousin (Sarah Gadon), Dido 

confronts racism in the upper 

echelon of English society.

LOCKE 
Tom Hardy stars as Ivan Locke 

in this one-man movie set 

almost entirely inside a luxury 

BMW. As Ivan drives through 

the night, it’s via the phone 

calls he receives from frantic 

business associates, a worried 

wife and a woman with whom 

he had a brief affair that we 

discover where he’s headed, 

and why. 

MAY 2

Belle’s Gugu Mbatha-Raw  
and Sam Reid

JOE
Nicolas Cage plays ex-con Joe, who hires 15-year-old Gary 

(Tye Sheridan) to work on his forestry crew against the 

wishes of Gary’s alcoholic, abusive father (Gary Poulter). 

Director David Gordon Green took a chance and hired 

Poulter, a homeless alcoholic from Austin, Texas, to play the 

father but, sadly, Poulter never saw his heralded performance 

as he died shortly after filming wrapped. 

CONTINUED
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MAY 9

CONTINUED

NEIGHBORS
A hipster couple (Seth Rogen, 

Rose Byrne) goes to war  

with the obnoxious  

fraternity dudes (led by  

Zac Efron) who’ve moved in 

next door. See Rose Byrne 

interview, page 28.

MAY 16

MOMS’ 
NIGHT OUT
Overwhelmed moms Allyson 

(Sarah Drew) and Izzy  

(Logan White) arrange for 

their husbands to take care of 

their kids while they go out 

for dinner — but of course  

the dads (Sean Astin,  

Alex Kendrick) make a right 

old mess of things.

STAGE FRIGHT
Ready for a musical-horror-

comedy? Canadian short-

film director Jerome Sable 

makes his feature debut 

with this wacky pic about a 

murderer running amok in a 

summer theatre camp. And he 

snagged a pretty good cast 

for his first feature including 

Meat Loaf and Minnie Driver.

CHEF
Jon Favreau’s return to indie 

filmmaking has him writing, 

acting in and directing this 

heartfelt drama about a 

stressed-out L.A. chef who 

gets his family life in order 

and his stymied creative  

juices flowing when he hits 

the streets with his own  

food truck. Co-starring  

Robert Downey Jr.,  

Scarlett Johansson, Dustin 

Hoffman and Sofía Vergara.  

LEGENDS OF 
OZ: DOROTHY’S 
RETURN
This animated 3D tale finds 

Dorothy (Lea Michele) and 

Toto returning to Oz to 

help the Lion (Jim Belushi), 

Scarecrow (Dan Aykroyd) and 

Tin Man (Kelsey Grammer) 

save the kingdom from an evil 

jester (Martin Short). 

GODZILLA
Can a massive monster movie feel intimate? That’s what 

director Gareth Edwards is shooting for with this big-budget 

pic that sees the monster Godzilla fighting against other 

monsters while we humans try not to get stomped on. 

Aaron Taylor-Johnson plays a military officer,  

Elizabeth Olsen is his wife and Bryan Cranston appears  

as a nuclear physicist who fears the end of humanity.  

See Aaron Taylor-Johnson interview, page 24.

MILLION 
DOLLAR ARM
Struggling sports agent  

J.B. Bernstein (Jon Hamm) 

needs new clients, so he heads 

to India and recruits two hard-

throwing cricket players (Suraj 

Sharma and Madhur Mittal) 

whom he believes he can turn 

into professional baseball 

pitchers. 

FOXFIRE
Joyce Carol Oates’ 1993 novel 

about a 1950s girl gang was 

first made into a film in 1996 

— though that version, which 

starred Angelina Jolie, was set 

in the ’90s. This version from 

French filmmaker Laurent 

Cantet (Class), retains the 

’50s setting and stars Raven 

Adamson as gang leader Legs. 

From left: Logan White,  
Patricia Heaton, Abbie Cobb and 
Sarah Drew in Moms’ Night Out

Legends of Oz: Dorothy’s Return

Chef’s Jon Favreau (left)  
and Bobby Cannavale
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NATIONAL THEATRE LIVE 
KING LEAR

LIVE: THURS., MAY 1
ENCORE: SAT., MAY 31

WAR HORSE
ENCORES: MON., MAY 5;  

SUN., MAY 11
THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF  

THE DOG IN THE NIGHT
ENCORE: THURS., MAY 22

FAMILY FAVOURITES
ROBOTS

SAT., MAY 3 
TOOTH FAIRY
SAT., MAY 10 

DIARY OF A WIMPY KID
SAT., MAY 17

MARCH OF THE PENGUINS
SAT., MAY 24

MADAGASCAR 2 
SAT., MAY 31

WWE 
EXTREME RULES

SUN., MAY 4 

DOCUMENTARY
IRREPLACEABLE 

WED., MAY 7

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA
LA CENERENTOLA (ROSSINI)

LIVE: SAT., MAY 10 
WERTHER (MASSENET)
ENCORES: SAT., MAY 24;  

MON., MAY 26

CLASSIC FILM SERIES
AN AMERICAN IN PARIS

MON., MAY 12; SUN., MAY 18; 
WED., MAY 21

ANIME
SHORT PEACE

WED., MAY 14; SAT., MAY 17

DOCUMENTARY
NOW: IN THE WINGS ON A 

WORLD STAGE
THURS., MAY 15

MOST WANTED MOVIES
PREDATOR

SUN., MAY 25;  
WED., MAY 28

SINISTER CINEMA
CABIN FEVER: PATIENT ZERO

THURS., MAY 29

GO TO 
CINEPLEX.COM/EVENTS 

FOR PARTICIPATING THEATRES, 
TIMES AND  

TO BUY TICKETS

SHOWTIMES ONLINE AT CINEPLEX.COM
ALL RELEASE DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

MAY 23

MAY 30

BLENDED
The Wedding Singer and  

50 First Dates co-stars Adam 

Sandler and Drew Barrymore 

have proven on-screen 

chemistry, so it makes sense 

they’d want to rekindle it for 

this rom-com about two people 

who have a disastrous blind 

date only to wind up stranded 

in a resort with their kids from 

previous relationships. 

FADING GIGOLO
John Turturro writes, directs 

and stars in this comedy 

about a bookshop employee 

(Turturro) whose boss 

(Woody Allen) turns him into 

a gigolo. Sharon Stone, Sofía 

Vergara and Vanessa Paradis 

play clients.

THE GRAND 
SEDUCTION
Don McKellar directs this 

sweet comedy in which a 

Newfoundland hamlet’s 

residents have to win over a 

visiting doctor (Taylor Kitsch) 

so he’ll stay on and help them 

land a much-needed factory. 

A MILLION 
WAYS TO DIE 
IN THE WEST
Seth MacFarlane earns three 

paycheques as the writer/

director/star of this comedy 

about an Old West farmer with 

a decidedly modern worldview 

who falls for a gun-toting 

beauty (Charlize Theron).

MALEFICENT
With those sharp cheekbones, arresting eyes and a regal 

presence, Angelina Jolie is the perfect actor to play the 

living incarnation of witch Maleficent in this retelling of 

the Sleeping Beauty fairy tale. We discover why Maleficent 

became evil, and that there’s more than meets the eye 

when it comes to her deadly curse on Princess Aurora. 

X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST
Prepare for an X-Men smorgasbord! Mutants are losing a war 

against machines, so X-Men stalwarts Charles Xavier (Patrick 

Stewart) and Magneto (Ian McKellen) decide to stop the war 

from ever starting. With the help of Kitty Pryde (Ellen Page), 

they send Wolverine’s (Hugh Jackman) mind into his younger 

body so he can convince enemies Xavier (James McAvoy) 

and Magneto (Michael Fassbender) to work together to 

change history. See feature and Ellen Page interview, page 40.

The Grand Seduction’s 
Brendan Gleeson (left) 
and Tayor Kitsch





DARE 
TO 
WEAR 
LOVE

HOAX COUTURE
MODEL: Divine Brown, R&B superstar

FASHION

MIKAEL D
MODEL: Stacey McKenzie, 
supermodel, CEO of  
Walk This Way Workshops

BRIAN BAILEY
MODEL: Moe Kelso, actor, model, 
artist, producer
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Canadian designers come together at the 
Dare to Wear Love gala and fashion show 
in Toronto to raise funds and awareness 
for the Stephen Lewis Foundation and 
help conquer the HIV/AIDS pandemic in 
Africa (stephenlewisfoundation.org). Each 
designer was given an African fabric with 
which to create a masterpiece
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DAMZELS IN 
THIS DRESS
MODEL: Traci Melchor, host  
of CTV’s The Social

FARLEY 
CHATTO
MODEL: Brad Lamb,  
real-estate mogul

PAT 
McDONAGH
MODEL: Veronica Chail, host 
of TV’s Bollywood Boulevard

IZZY 
CAMILLERI
MODEL: Joanne Smith, 
broadcaster

HD HOMME
MODEL: Mike Bradwell, 
Toronto Argonauts  
wide receiver

WHITNEY 
LINEN
MODEL: Melani Chong, 
model, founder of  
The Soya Boutique
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gain, a new Godzilla movie.

Some will ask why. Others will 
answer that the giant Japanese 

nuclear monster has been an 
iconic brand for 60 years, so  
of course the franchise will be 

rebooted until civilization 
is just a glowing pile of 
radioactive ash.

According to at least one insider, though, there’s 
another, very good argument for this summer’s 
Hollywood re-imagining.

“The real reason is Gareth Edwards,” offers  
Aaron Taylor-Johnson of his fellow Brit, whose 
only previous feature-directing effort was the  
well-reviewed 2010 indie Monsters.

“He’s just a genius filmmaker who’s going to be 
around for a long time, who’s super-modest and 
humble and just wonderful with direction.

“Gareth’s vision for this is going to be something 

that is truly original,” Taylor-Johnson adds, speaking 
on the phone from New York. “I mean, he wanted to 
make an art-house movie. He filmed it like an art-
house movie.”

That would be quite a change from what 
generations have come to expect from Godzilla 
films. The original Toho Studios production, with 
its man in a scaly rubber suit smashing up a  
scale-model Tokyo, was laughed at in the West for 
both its cheesy look and off-kilter dubbing.

Still, there was no denying that the film’s central 
allegory — the creature was a byproduct of hydrogen 
bomb tests in the Pacific — struck primal nerves, not 
just in the only nation ever to suffer atomic attacks 
but throughout a jittery, Cold War world. Toho made 
some 27 sequels, reboots and monster mashes of 
Godzilla co-starring with Mothra, Rodan and other 
giant creatures his success inspired.

The first Hollywood attempt to reproduce 
Godzilla in the digital-effects age — CONTINUED

PROBLEM
He made a name for himself playing Kick-Ass’s self-made 
superhero, and now Aaron Taylor-Johnson is taking on an 
even bigger foe. Here the star of Godzilla talks about making 
an impact when your co-star’s a monster n BY BOB STRAUSS

AARON 
TAYLOR-
JOHNSON’S
REALLY
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GODZILLA
HITS THEATRES MAY 16TH
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Sony’s 1998, Roland Emmerich-directed effort starring Matthew 
Broderick — made decent enough coin ($379-million worldwide), but 
was considered an artistic failure by whatever measure is used to judge 
these kinds of things.

On a positive note, Edwards’ Godzilla attracted quite a respectable 
cast: Bryan Cranston, Elizabeth Olsen, Juliette Binoche, Ken Watanabe, 
David Strathairn, Sally Hawkins.

And, of course, Taylor-Johnson, the 23-year-old star of the Kick-Ass 
superhero satires, reputable endeavours such as Anna Karenina and 
Albert Nobbs, and — as just-teased at the end of Captain America:  
The Winter Soldier — the Marvel Comics character Quicksilver in next 
year’s Avengers: Age of Ultron.

Despite the fine cast, Taylor-Johnson had understandable doubts 
about signing up for what, art housey or not, would have to be a special-
effects extravaganza. “Look, Dude, it was a big one to kind of take on in 
the sense of, you think about it, a big monster movie, what’s my impact 
going to be on this?” he acknowledges. “It doesn’t really matter, it’s  
f--king Godzilla. What does that mean? Why should I be interested?”

Apparently, the human factor is maintained once Godzilla and 
other monsters hit places like the San Francisco Bay Area pretty hard 
(most of the film was shot in Vancouver).

“When people say, ‘Wow, so it must have been a lot of special effects 
and green screen,’ well Dude, I did probably more green screen on 
Kick-Ass than I did on Godzilla,” Taylor-Johnson reveals. “We shot 
all on location, we smashed up a whole load of streets, we threw 
everything upside down. It felt real and natural and raw.

“And it was heartbreaking and emotional. The way they shot it was 
very personal and intimate, and then you’d pan up and that’s when 
they’re going to put in the creatures and Godzilla and things like that 
and everything around you. It feels like it’s from your perspective, so 
when you’re an audience it should feel pretty moving.”

Emphasizing the humanity of its super-powered characters is also 
the hallmark of Marvel movies, and Taylor-Johnson says, more than 
the company’s consistent commercial success, that is what drew him 
to the Avengers sequel.

“The character is what it comes down to for me,” he confirms. “To 
me, Quicksilver is super-interesting and it’s about that journey. It has 
to always be about a character. It doesn’t matter what movie, franchise 
or whatever, box office or this or that. It doesn’t matter to me, it has to 
always come down to something that’s really relevant to me.”

And, while Quicksilver was introduced at the end of the recent 
Captain America sequel, there’s a speedy guy by the same name in 
this month’s X-Men: Days of Future Past — and he’s not played by 
Taylor-Johnson. Evan Peters, a colleague from the Kick-Ass movies, 
plays the mutant version since different studios own the screen rights 
to different Marvel Comics’ series and Quicksilver figures in both the 
Avengers and X-Men.

So we had to ask: which Quicky — his or Peters’ — would win a 
foot race? “There’s no way of knowing,” Taylor-Johnson says with a 
laugh. “It seems like mad coincidence, doesn’t it?”

As long as we’re talking pop-culture franchises, then, there are 
some real…characters in E.L. James’ erotic novel Fifty Shades of Grey. 
Since his wife, Sam Taylor-Johnson, is directing the movie adaptation 
of the S&M sensation, we asked if she offered Aaron a part in it.

“Yeah, the mailman,” he says, laughing even more uproariously. 
“No, I just stayed at home with the little ones. It’s great, because I can 
just have a bit of time off that way and also support Sam.

“I think she is the perfect director for this job. It’s going to be 
incredible, and I’m thrilled for her.”

Married since 2012, the Taylor-Johnsons (Sam used to be Taylor-Wood, 
Aaron just Johnson) have two young daughters and two children from 
her previous marriage. They met when he played a young John Lennon 
in her 2009 movie Nowhere Boy, and although much has been said 
about their age difference (she’s 47 to his 23) they sound like a very 
happy family.

“Having kids is wonderful, it’s what I live for,” he says. “It’s the most 
beautiful thing in the world. Being a daddy is just the most wonderful 
and exciting thing in my life, and being a husband also.”    

Bob Strauss lives in L.A. where he writes about movies and filmmakers.

Godzilla is Bryan Cranston’s 

first feature film since 

Breaking Bad went off the 

air. Once again, he plays a 

brilliant scientist, though this 

time he’s a nuclear physicist 

instead of a chemist. —MW

Aaron Taylor-Johnson in Godzilla

DID YOU 
KNOW?

“We shot all on location, we 
smashed up a whole load of 
streets, we threw everything  
upside down. It felt real and 
natural and raw”



         
hy settle for ordinary when you can  
drive the extraordinary?
The all-new Audi A3 is not only revving up car 
enthusiasts but also tech lovers with some 
of the most advanced mobile technology 

available as well as assistive technologies to safely get you 
where you’re going.

And starting at just $31,100, this compact sport-sedan  
also delivers high-end features and finishes, including  
partial-leather seats, panoramic glass sunroof and sporty 
body, for an affordable price. As for the guts, even the base 
model features a four-cylinder, turbocharged engine with  
170 horsepower and an S tronic Dual-clutch transmission.

But if it’s tech that makes you tick, here’s a closer look at 
some of the highlights of the all-new A3.

CONTROL FREAK Audi’s award-winning Multi-Media 
Interface — or MMI — includes a gesture-sensitive touch 
wheel in the centre console that offers simple and intuitive 
access to your mobile phone, entertainment and  
navigation functions.

You can even see what you’re accessing on the slender  
(11 mm) MMI display screen that automatically extends out 
of the dashboard when you turn on your vehicle, and retracts  
when you turn it off.

SUPERIOR SOUND Love music? Whether you’re  
making your daily commute, running weekend errands or 
humming along on the highway during a road trip, the new 
A3 offers a premium Bang & Olufsen audio system —  
with 14 speakers, no less.

Along with a pre-installed CD player and radio, the A3 
includes an SDHC memory card reader, auxiliary port for 
portable devices and wireless Bluetooth connectivity to  
pair with your mobile phone.

LET’S CRUISE Usually reserved for luxury vehicles,  
the new A3 comes with adaptive cruise control, a safety 
feature that uses a special radar sensor to detect what’s 
happening in front of you.

If the distance between your vehicle and the one ahead  
is too small, the adaptive cruise control system reduces  
your speed by easing the throttle or applying the brakes.
Once the road ahead is clear, your A3 will accelerate  
up to the previously set speed.

SIDE TO SIDE Activated at speeds over 30 kilometres 
per hour, the new Audi A3 offers a side assist system  
that monitors your vehicle’s blind-spot areas, as well as  
fast-approaching vehicles from behind you.

If your A3 identifies another vehicle in your “space,”  
it will caution you via LED lights in the exterior mirror. 
As with adaptive cruise control, you can disable the  
side assist feature, if desired.

SEEING IS BELIEVING Delivering superior visibility, 
optional LED headlights are available on the all-new Audi A3.

LEDs mimic the colour temperature of bright daylight,  
yet they’re more energy efficient than halogen or xenon 
lights, which helps reduce fuel consumption. And by the  
way, they look pretty sweet, too. 

GEAR UP The all-new A3 delivers a lot of bang for the  
buck — especially for those who take their tech seriously.
Between its intuitive MMI control wheel and display, assistive 
technologies like adaptive cruise control and side assist, and 
high-end audio and advanced headlights, it’s easy to see 
why Audi’s slogan is “Vorsprung durch Technik,” or roughly 
translated, “Advancement through Technology.”

CLOCKWISE FROM  
TOP LEFT: LED lights;  
Multi-Media Interface  
touch wheel; air vent 
LEFT: Panoramic  
glass sunroof

TECH OUT 
THIS RIDE
Behind the wheel of the new Audi A3

GEAR GUIDE

By Marc Saltzman

ADVERTORIAL
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Rose
Gets
Raunchy

Neighbors stars  
Rose Byrne  
and Seth Rogen
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NEIGHBORS
HITS THEATRES MAY 9TH

ose Byrne’s first break in movies 

came a long time ago in a galaxy far, 
far away. Specifically, it was the cameo 
role of Dormé, Queen Amidala’s hand-
maiden in Star Wars: Episode II - Attack 
of the Clones.

You don’t think “handmaiden” is a 
breakthrough role? Other young actors 
who attended Padmé Amidala included 
Keira Knightley and Sofia Coppola.

Byrne’s breakthrough into comedy, 
however, occurred a little closer to home — our home, anyway. Eager 
to see if she had a talent for laughs, she tested her skills under the 
radar by co-starring with a then-little-known Jay Baruchel in a dark 
Canadian funeral-home comedy called Just Buried (2007).

“It was very much like doing an Australian movie. It was low budget, 
a team effort, lots of camaraderie,” recalls the Sydney, Australia, native 
who recently turned heads at Austin’s South By Southwest festival 
with her co-starring role in the Seth Rogen comedy Neighbors.

Whatever happened to that Baruchel kid anyway? “I hear he’s done 
a few films since,” she says with a laugh.

As it happens, Byrne’s connection to Baruchel eventually con-
nected her to many of his pals, including Jonah Hill (with whom she 
appeared in the Judd Apatow-produced Get Him to the Greek, playing 
Russell Brand’s pop-star girlfriend).

And now Byrne is reunited with Get Him to the Greek director 
Nicholas Stoller for Neighbors, playing opposite producer/star Rogen 
(and Superbad alumnus Christopher Mintz-Plasse) in what she  
considers her meatiest comedy role yet.

“I’ve played supporting roles in comedies [including Bridesmaids, 
where she was the scheming maid of honour Helen], but this is a 
much bigger role, and I welcome it,” Byrne says. The comedy revolves 
around Mac (Rogen) and Kelly (Byrne), new parents who go to 
war with the fraternity next door. “The distance between how hard  
comedy is and how easy people like Seth and Nick make it look is 
endlessly fascinating to me. It’s really underrated.”

Is there a secret to comedy? “If there is, those guys are keeping it to 
themselves,” she says. “It was just very rewarding hard work.”

Even her role in the Insidious horror franchise is kind of comedy 
related. After every scare, the audience’s screams are invariably 
followed by laughs. “I’ve noticed that too,” she says. “It’s a release, 
a natural response. You scream and then you laugh. It’s a natural 
emotional ladder.” CONTINUED

You’ve gotta have some rude, crude 
comedic chops if you want to be the 
leading lady in an R-rated Seth Rogen 
pic. Rose Byrne says it wasn’t easy, 
but making the gross-out comedy 
Neighbors sure was fun n BY JIM SLOTEK

Raunchy
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Stoller, for his part, has been going around comparing his 
scene-stealing leading lady to Meryl Streep. The jury’s out on 
that comparison — at least until Byrne has 18 
Oscar nominations — but the Aussie lady has 
generated a lot of talk, particularly for her party-
girl rendition of the rap song “Take it Sleazy.”

“We shot it in the summer in Los Angeles,” 
she says. “We’re new parents, our daughter is 
not even six months old. And the thing with 
this couple is they’re trying to grow up and 
at the same time, they’re trying to convince 
themselves they’re still the same cool couple 
they always were.”

Initially, Mac and Kelly are fascinated when 
their new neighbours show up carrying giant 
Greek letters. They even join the noisy keg 
parties in an awkward attempt to recapture their 
pre-parental youth.

In mid-shoot, Stoller changed the dynamic 
somewhat, shifting the party-animal balance 
over to Kelly, and changing the script to make 
Kelly more inclined to join the fun than Mac.

To that end, he also suggested Byrne keep her 
Australian accent, which she has spent years 
learning to lose. “That was interesting, a nice 
change really. Nick, for some reason, thought an 
Australian accent says ‘ex-party girl.’ And who 
am I to argue?” she says with a laugh.

But the lure of college hijinks inevitably wears 
off, and all-night parties and a cranky, sleepless 
baby cannot co-exist.

The instigator of the family-versus-frat war is 
Teddy (Zac Efron), the president of the fraternity 
who runs a benevolent dictatorship with the 

help of his right-hand man Pete (Dave Franco, brother of Rogen’s pal 
James Franco, all part of that tight comedic family).

When Teddy refuses to turn down the volume, and the police are 
called, war is declared. Practical jokes escalate, property damage en-
sues, and (shades of Animal House) the fraternity’s charter is in danger.

Byrne credits Stoller for allowing Kelly to get her hands dirty in the 
escalation of events. “Nick’s very collaborative to work with, and he’s 

a great leader,” she says. “I had even more fun 
on this than the last time we worked [together].”

Versatility, thy name is Rose Byrne. After 
peace was declared in her war against the frat 
boys, the actor changed gears entirely. She was 
cast in the African-American-skewed reboot  
of Annie opposite Jamie Foxx who plays 
“Benjamin Stacks” (the rich guy we used to know 
as Daddy Warbucks) and Quvenzhané Wallis 
(Beasts of the Southern Wild) as orphan Annie.

The musical is slated to come out in December.
“I’m playing Grace, the woman who runs the 

company for Jamie Foxx’s character. I’m really 
looking forward to it,” she says. “Especially since 
it’s being shot in New York, where I live.”

And the singing and dancing? “What can I 
say? That’s very scary, but it’s also very exciting.”

The decision to leave Australia amounts to 
another Canadian connection for Byrne, who 
also spent part of her career living in London, 
England. “I do go back to Australia a lot, but I’ve 
lived in New York for seven years,” she says.

It was while making 2004’s mystery-romance 
Wicker Park with Josh Hartnett that she was 
inspired to leave Australia. The movie was filmed 
in Montreal as well as Chicago and New York.

“Australia to Montreal — that’s literally the 
other end of the Earth. It was exhausting, and 
really not something you wanted to experience 
repeatedly.”   

Jim Slotek writes about movies for the Toronto Sun.

As perfectly as Neighbors 

fits into Seth Rogen’s oeuvre, 

Rogen didn’t write the 

screenplay, nor was it written 

by one of his usual cohorts 

like Judd Apatow or  

Evan Goldberg (the latter did 

produce). 

Instead, the movie that 

inspired more than one critic 

at the South by Southwest 

festival to use the word 

“uproarious” was penned 

by first-time feature-film 

scribes Andrew J. Cohen and 

Brendan O’Brien. 

The writing team has, 

however, been hanging around 

the Apatow gang for years as 

producers. Their one previous 

writing credit came for the 

2008 Funnyordie.com series 

Acting With James Franco, in 

which an over-the-top, self-

parodying James Franco gives 

his little brother Dave acting 

tips. Dave Franco plays a frat 

boy in Neighbors. —MW

WRITE ON

Zac Efron (left) gets to know 
neighbours Seth Rogen and  
Rose Byrne
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Our 
Top-10 Picks 

for June, 
July & August  

n BY INGRID RANDOJA



EDGE OF TOMORROW 
JUNE 6
It’s Groundhog Day by way of 

Starship Troopers. Tom Cruise 

plays soldier Bill Cage, who 

dies fighting aliens but wakes 

up to relive the same day over 

and over again. With the  

help of a kickass war hero 

(Emily Blunt), Cage evolves 

into a hardened warrior who 

may be able to defeat the 

invaders. Director Doug Liman 

(Mr. & Mrs. Smith) says the 

film is a win-win scenario for 

both Cruise fans and his haters 

— “If you love Tom Cruise, 

you see him giving a genius 

performance, and if you hate 

Tom Cruise he dies like 200 

times in the movie.”  

GUARDIANS OF  
THE GALAXY AUGUST 1

Misfits assemble! We’re betting a ragtag 

team of lesser-known Marvel heroes will 

pack the same big-screen punch as their 

more famous brethren. This comedic 

sci-fi finds a starship pilot (Chris Pratt), 

a green-skinned assassin (Zoe Saldana), 

a muscle-bound thug (Dave Bautista), 

a tree-like creature (Vin Diesel) and a 

military-minded raccoon (voiced by 

Bradley Cooper) banding together to 

save the universe.
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Your Guardians of the Galaxy 
BELOW: Chris Pratt as Star-Lord

Edge of Tomorrow’s  
Tom Cruise and Emily Blunt

CONTINUED



DAWN OF THE PLANET  
OF THE APES  JULY 11
All hail the genius of Andy Serkis. The man who turned 

motion-capture acting into an art form returns as genetically 

evolved ape Caesar in this sequel to 2011’s Rise of the Planet 

of the Apes. Caesar and his simian followers rule what’s left 

of the world after a lethal virus almost wipes out humanity. 

However, the remaining humans want their world back, and 

they’re not monkeying around.

HOW TO TRAIN  
YOUR DRAGON 2  JUNE 13
How many animated movies can claim 

Oscar’s reigning Best Actress as a member 

of their cast? Just one. In this sequel to the 

popular family flick, Cate Blanchett voices 

Valka, a reclusive dragon rider who claims 

to be Hiccup’s (Jay Baruchel) mom.  

Hiccup and his dragon Toothless will  

need Valka’s help to defeat the power-

hungry Drago Bludvist (Djimon Hounsou). 

JUPITER ASCENDING
JULY 18
We love the Wachowskis 

because they are sci-fi geeks 

who aren’t afraid to delve into 

some really weird stuff. Their 

latest writing-directing effort 

stars Channing Tatum as a 

human-wolf hybrid sent by 

the Queen of the Universe to 

kill janitor Jupiter Jones  

(Mila Kunis) who possesses the 

same DNA as the Queen and 

is destined to rule the galaxy. 
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TOP: The mighty Caesar  
THIS PICTURE: Jason Clarke (left) 
with Serkis in the mo-cap suit

CONTINUED





TRANSFORMERS: 
AGE OF EXTINCTION
JUNE 27
Admit it, you still feel a tingle 

of excitement when you 

see a big rig morph into a 

transformer. It’s okay, we do 

too, which is why, despite 

the fact the Transformers 

franchise hasn’t featured a 

new idea since Optimus Prime 

was an itty-bitty autobot, 

we can’t wait to grab some 

popcorn and settle into our 

seats to watch giant machines 

beat the bolts out of each 

other. Plus, Mark Wahlberg 

joins the cast.
Director Michael Bay (left) 
converses with  
star Mark Wahlberg on 
the set of Transformers: 
Age of Extinction

Jessica Alba stars in  
Sin City: A Dame to Kill For

Joseph Gordon-Levitt

Mickey Rourke

Josh Brolin

SIN CITY: A DAME 
TO KILL FOR 
AUGUST 22
It’s been nine years since 

Sin City rocked audiences 

with its groundbreaking 

visuals and salacious, 

violent storytelling. 

Director Robert Rodriguez 

and writer Frank Miller 

finally release the sequel, 

featuring original cast 

members Jessica Alba 

as stripper Nancy 

and Mickey Rourke 

as tough guy Marv. 

Look for series newbies 

Joseph Gordon-Levitt as 

a gambler named Johnny 

and Josh Brolin as the  

bad-tempered Dwight.

CONTINUED
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THE GIVER
AUGUST 15
Dystopian tales featuring 

teenagers are all the rage, 

but this one goes back 20 

years to find its inspiration 

in Lois Lowry’s award-

winning 1993 kids book. 

The story takes place in 

a future society where 

human memories are 

stripped away so people 

won’t have to experience 

pain. But teenaged Jonas 

(Brenton Thwaites) is 

chosen to be the Receiver 

of Memories, meaning 

The Giver (Jeff Bridges) 

must pass memories of 

sorrow — and joy — into his 

mind. The eclectic cast also 

includes Meryl Streep and 

Taylor Swift.

     22 JUMP STREET
JUNE 13
It’s hard to explain, but it 

just doesn’t feel like  

summer without a buddy 

comedy. Thank goodness 

Channing Tatum and  

Jonah Hill are back for more 

silly fun in this 21 Jump Street 

sequel that finds the 

two undercover cops 

infiltrating a college 

fraternity.  

TAMMY JULY 2
Welcome to another summer movie season where spotting 

a leading lady is akin to spotting a unicorn. At least we have 

Melissa McCarthy. McCarthy shows off her comedic chops, 

once again, playing Tammy, a woman who decides the best 

way to respond as her world falls apart is to take a road trip 

with her foul-mouthed grandma (Susan Sarandon). 





HEALS
TIME

Mutants have never had an 
easy existence. But now, 
if a scheme involving time 
travel doesn’t work, it could 
be the end for their kind. 
We look at the making of 
X-Men: Days of Future Past, 
and talk to Ellen Page about 
Kitty Pryde’s part in all of this

WOUNDS?
ALL
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CONTINUED

ontreal won’t soon forget its 

mutant invasion.

Between April 15th and 

August 17th, 2013, X-Men:  

Days of Future Past’s A-list cast 

and crew descended on the city to shoot the 

seventh film in the franchise. 

With a budget estimated at around 

$200-million (U.S.), X-Men: Days of Future Past  

is the most expensive production to ever 

shoot in Quebec. Filming locations included 

Montreal’s sprawling Mel’s Cité du Cinema 

studio, Olympic Stadium, City Hall,  

McGill University and the busy Saint Catherine 

and Sherbrooke streets. 

In their downtime, the actors were spotted 

about town — Halle Berry shopping for toys 

at the children’s boutique Oink Oink, 

director Bryan Singer, Patrick Stewart, 

Shawn Ashmore and Ian McKellen 

at the Bell Centre for a Canadiens 

game, Nicholas Hoult attending  

the Montreal Grand Prix and a  

ladies roller derby match, and  

Hugh Jackman buying authentic 

Australian meat pies at TA Pies. 

Their stay also proved a tad 

dramatic, when in the early morning 

hours of Saturday, May 4th, Stewart 

and some of his cast mates had to 

flee their hotel, Le Saint-Sulpice, after 

a fire broke out. Stewart tweeted 

about the incident, “Nothing like an 

early start to the weekend — though 

not when your hotel is on fire.” 

But the film’s most lasting impact 

on the city comes courtesy of 

Jackman, who made a $10,000 

donation to the Montreal Children’s 

Hospital Foundation on behalf of the 

cast and crew. Initially, the foundation 

believed the online donation was  

for $10, as the system read the comma in  

the amount as a period. Jackman’s wife, 

Deborra-Lee Furness, called the foundation to 

correct the error.  

“The best part  
of this movie is 
knowing that in  
an earlier life I  
was James McAvoy.”  
—PATRICK STEWART

What’s it About? The action begins in a near future in which the 
characters from the original X-Men film trilogy, including Professor X (Patrick Stewart), 
Magneto (Ian McKellen), Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) and Storm (Halle Berry), are 
fighting a war against Sentinels, machines originally developed by Trask Industries, to 
protect humans from mutants.

The only way for the mutants to survive the war is to stop it from ever happening. 
Professor X and Magneto (allies once more), enlist the help of Kitty Pryde (Ellen Page) 
to send Wolverine’s mind back into his younger self — circa 1973 — in the hopes 
Wolverine can convince the younger, albeit disillusioned, Charles Xavier (James McAvoy) 
and the increasingly malevolent Magneto (Michael Fassbender) to work together to 
stop Bolivar Trask (Peter Dinklage) and his nascent Sentinel program.

BONJOUR 
MUTANTS!

A bullet-riddled Wolverine 
(Hugh Jackman) in  
X-Men: Days of Future Past
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The X-Men franchise is unique in that its “original” 
franchise exists alongside its “prequel” franchise. 
One of the keys to making this work is casting — 
ensuring the actors who share a single character 
across a lifetime are a good fit. 

“What I love about Storm is that she’s 
like the Earth mother of the group…
she’s usually the calm, cool voice of 
reason…. What I hate about Storm 
is that she never gets any love, like, 
what’s up with Storm?.... Is she like 
asexual and nobody’s told me?”  
—HALLE BERRY ON HER X-MEN CHARACTER

MAGNETO
PRESENT Ian McKellen

PAST  Michael Fassbender

The fact that McKellen and 

Fassbender look nothing 

alike matters little; what’s 

more important is the 

way in which Fassbender 

captures McKellen’s brooding 

malevolence.

CHARLES XAVIER
PRESENT Patrick Stewart

PAST James McAvoy

McAvoy did start off imitating 

Stewart when first shooting 

X-Men: First Class, but  

both he and his director  

Mathew Vaughn agreed to 

can that and focus on Xavier’s 

charisma. 

MYSTIQUE
PRESENT Rebecca Romijn

PAST Jennifer Lawrence

Because Mystique was the 

most mysterious of all the 

original X-Men characters, 

Lawrence was able to add 

her own quiet panache and 

develop the character into the 

franchise’s proudest mutant.

BEAST
PRESENT Kelsey Grammer

PAST Nicholas Hoult

The somewhat surprising 

casting of Grammer as Beast 

in X-Men: The Last Stand 

opened the door for an actor 

such as Hoult, whose brainy, 

gentle demeanour highlights 

Beast’s scientific side.

TWO FOR ONE

“My threads are awesome, lots of 
flares, chunky shoes, psychedelic 
shirts. There’s a lot of brown jackets 
going on…you’re going to love it.” 
—JAMES MCAVOY
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itty Pryde plays a key role in Chris Claremont’s 

“Days of Future Past” storyline, the Marvel Comics 
arc on which this month’s X-Men film is based. But 
Ellen Page, who first played the mutant in 2006’s 

X-Men: The Last Stand, and returns for this month’s 
X-Men: Days of Future Past, didn’t know that. Her 

reading list tends toward volumes of eco-science and critiques of 
Western materialism, not comic books.

“I played Kitty when I was 18, and then to have this comeback was 
awesome. I didn’t expect it,” she says. “To be able to bring something 
to life that has such a massive fan base and has existed for so long.”

The new film sees Kitty use her phasing power to send Wolverine’s 
mind back to his 1970s body, changing history and, with luck, averting 
the apocalypse. In the comic books it is Kitty who travels through time, 
and although it’s been changed to Wolverine for the film, he can’t do 
it without her help.

Page sees the entire franchise not as a generic thrill ride, but a 
parable wrapped in immense visual spectacle.

“X-Men has such metaphorical importance,” she says. “A lot of 
people feel like outcasts, you know? And we feel like we have our 

imperfections and our issues. It explores something that a lot of 
people feel internally, the struggle to accept yourself and accept the 
things that make you who you are, being brave enough to be who you 
are in this world and have a voice.”

It almost sounds as if Page is talking about herself. Not long after our 
chat she announced she’s gay during a conference for LGBTQ teens in 
Las Vegas. Page told the crowd she was finally coming out “because I 
am tired of hiding and I am tired of lying by omission.”

In conversation, Page’s tone alternates between genial, nerdy 
pedagogy and punky mischief. As followers of her outspoken Twitter 
feed know, she’s determined to use her star power as a resource for 
social change. 

She also shuns clichéd “girl roles” she considers sexist. “As a woman 
and an actor something I’ve always strived for is to play roles that offer 
a different perspective of what a young woman can be,” she says.

Though she stars in stunt-driven blockbusters as well as Sundance-
type indies, celebrity is one role she’s not interested in playing. 

She became a star at 20 for her witty, touching turn as a pregnant teen 
in Juno, a performance that earned Page a Best Actress Oscar nomina-
tion and made her a fixture on the glittering awards season circuit. 

But when the race ended she turned her back on Hollywood’s  
paparazzi culture and returned to the land, getting her hands 
seriously dirty at the Lost Valley Education and Event Centre outside 
Eugene, Oregon, where she studied sustainable design. Weeks spent 
shovelling goat manure into pushcarts and harvesting her urine as 
compost fertilizer was exactly the break she needed. 

She still favours down-market duds, loathes shopping, rides the 
streetcar in Toronto and hangs out in L.A. bookstores.

And, while she’s drawn to movies about “people who decide to de-
vote themselves to this mission of achieving justice,” Page says, “I don’t 
believe in eye-for-an-eye. The most incredible, sustainable, beautiful 
movements have been non-violent movements of civil disobedience.” 

Page’s next battle with injustice is the gay-rights drama Freeheld, which 
stars Julianne Moore as her lover, and starts filming later this year.    

Colin Covert is a film journalist based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

X-MEN:  
DAYS OF FUTURE PAST  
HITS THEATRES MAY 23RD

Jennifer Lawrence and  
Nicholas Hoult hang out  
in 2011’s X-Men: First Class

PRYDE
PAGE ON 

n BY COLIN COVERT

The X-Men’s greatest power may 

be bringing Jennifer Lawrence 

(Mystique) and Nicholas Hoult 

(Beast) together — twice. In 

2010, the young couple met on 

the U.K. set of X-Men: First Class 

and started dating soon after. 

But by early 2013 they had split. 

Then, last summer they reunited 

in Montreal to shoot X-Men: 

Days of Future Past and by the 

time filming had wrapped they 

were a couple again. —MW

X-MEN EXES 
REUNITE

Adam Canto (left), 
Ellen Page and  
Shawn Ashmore  
in X-Men: Days of 
Future Past
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CASTING CALL n BY INGRID RANDOJA

Filming has wrapped in India on the sequel to 

2012’s The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, a sleeper 

hit that proved older actors can ring up  

ticket sales. Returning cast members include  

Judi Dench, Maggie Smith and Bill Nighy, while  

Richard Gere and David Strathairn are two of the 

newbie oldies. The plot revolves around Sonny 

(Dev Patel), who’s looking to expand his retirement 

home empire while he prepares for his wedding. 

It would be an inspired pairing — a rejuvenated Jamie Foxx and rising star 

Kevin Hart teaming up for the action comedy Black Phantom. Both are in  

talks for the pic about two hitmen — one named the Black Phantom — who join 

forces to take revenge against the employers who double-crossed them. 

Before beginning work on the  

Avatar sequel, Aussie actor  

Sam Worthington will play famed 

mountain guide Guy Cotter opposite 

Jake Gyllenhaal, Jason Clarke 

and Josh Brolin in Everest. The 

film recounts the doomed 1996 

ascent up the world’s tallest 

mountain by multiple groups, 

during which eight climbers 

died. Robin Wright has also 

joined the Baltasar Kormákur-

directed pic that opens 

September 18th, 2015. 

FOXX AND HART  
EYE BLACK PHANTOM

ABDI 
BOOKS  
ANOTHER 
GIG
Oscar nominee Barkhad Abdi 

has booked his first post- 

Captain Phillips role. The 

Somalia-born actor will appear 

in director Judd Apatow’s 

upcoming comedy Trainwreck, 

alongside Amy Schumer, Bill 

Hader and Tilda Swinton. The 

film hits screens July 24, 2015. 

THE BEST EXOTIC 
MARIGOLD HOTEL 2

 WHAT’S GOING 
 ON WITH... 

SCALES EVEREST
Worthington
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THURMAN 
PLAYS 
BRYANT

ALSO IN THE WORKS Woody Harrelson replaces 

Christoph Waltz as a detective chasing thieving cops in Triple Nine.  

Look for Jennifer Jason Leigh as the mom who moves her kids into a  

scary house in the reboot of The Amityville Horror. Queen & Country casts  

Ellen Page as a British spy on the run. John Travolta and Ethan Hawke are  

in talks to star in the Western In a Valley of Violence. 

Uma Thurman has spent the past 

few years happily playing supporting 

characters, so it’s great to see her 

sink her teeth into the juicy lead  

role of 1970s anti-gay activist  

Anita Bryant in Anita. The bio-pic 

will be produced by Sex and the City 

creator Darren Star, and helmed by 

the directing duo of Rob Epstein  

and Jeffrey Friedman (Lovelace). 

REYNOLDS
While Ryan Reynolds waits for Deadpool, the spinoff film featuring 

the character he played in 2009’s X-Men Origins: Wolverine to get the 

go-ahead, he’s keeping busy with several projects, including the just-

announced Woman in Gold. Based on a true story, Reynolds will play 

an American lawyer who helps Maria Altmann (Helen Mirren), a Jewish 

World War II survivor, battle the Austrian government to win back her 

family’s Gustav Klimt paintings that were looted by the Nazis.

FRESH FACE
ALLYN RACHEL
Allyn Rachel, a Baltimore-born comic,  

TV commercial star and Weeds 

supporting player, appears in two Million 

movies this month — Million Dollar Arm 

and A Million Ways to Die in the West. 

The dark-haired comedian with the 

deadpan delivery has also just signed  

on to star alongside Karen Gillan 

(Oculus) in the ABC sitcom Selfie.

FIGHTS FOR ART
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RETURN ENGAGEMENT

o film evokes the  

Paris of our dreams 

more than director 

Vincente Minnelli’s classic 1951 

musical An American in Paris.

Of course, the irony is that 

the film that stars Gene Kelly 

as a struggling American 

painter who falls in love 

with a young Frenchwoman 

(Leslie Caron) in the  

City of Lights was shot almost 

entirely on MGM Studio’s 

California back lot.

Perhaps that’s why we 

love it so. Parisian landmarks 

are recreated in saturated 

Technicolor, serving as 

the backdrops for Kelly’s 

exuberant song-and-dance 

numbers and romantic 

interludes with the charming 

Caron. It all coalesces in a 

stunning finale — a 17-minute 

“dream ballet” showcasing 

Paris in the different styles of 

famous French painters such 

as Renoir, Van Gogh, Rousseau 

and Toulouse-Lautrec.  

C’est magnifique. —IR  

AN AMERICAN  
IN PARIS 

screens as part of 
Cineplex’s Classic  

Film Series on May 12th, 
18th and 21st. Go to 

Cineplex.com/Events 
for times and  

locations.

Paris
DREAMING
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AT HOME

VERONICA MARS
 MAY 6 

The former high school 

sleuth (Kristen Bell) from the 

popular TV series is all grown 

up and living in New York City, 

but when an ex-boyfriend 

is accused of murder she is 

drawn back to her hometown 

of Neptune, California, to 

solve the case. 

POMPEII
 MAY 20 

Embittered slave-turned-

gladiator Milo (Game of 

Thrones’ Kit Harington) finds 

time to fall head-over-sandals 

in love with a noble girl (Emily 

Browning) whilst battling 

Romans and Mother Nature in 

this effects-heavy take on the 

destruction of Pompeii.

MORE MOVIES THE DEEP END (MAY 6) STILL MINE (MAY 6) I, FRANKENSTEIN (MAY 13)

STALINGRAD (MAY 13) ABOUT LAST NIGHT (MAY 20) SUPER DUPER ALICE COOPER (MAY 27)  

ENDLESS LOVE (MAY 27) RHYMES FOR YOUNG GHOULS (MAY 27) 

ORANGE IS THE 
NEW BLACK: 
SEASON ONE
MAY 13

Something
Special

BUY DVD AND BLU-RAY ONLINE AT CINEPLEX.COM

For those who don’t have 

Netflix, the smash hit about 

a middle-class urbanite 

(Taylor Schilling) forced to 

deal with prison and her past 

after getting 15 months for 

transporting drug money, is 

finally on DVD and Blu-ray.

Why We Love...
Games

MARIO KART 8
 MAY 30    
 WII U 

What’s so special about this 

eighth installment in the 

Mario Kart series? It’s the 

first edition for Nintendo’s 

Wii U console, which 

also means it’s the first in 

glorious HD. And, thanks to 

the new Mario Kart TV you 

can use Miiverse to share 

clips from your races.

MAY’S
BEST DVD
AND BLU-RAY

HER   MAY 13 

In the not-so-distant future, a lonesome nerd (Joaquin Phoenix) 

recovers from the breakdown of his marriage and begins 

a romantic liaison with a state-of-the-art operating system 

(seductively voiced by Scarlett Johansson). Written and 

directed by Spike Jonze, the visionary behind the similarly 

quirky Being John Malkovich and Adaptation.

VAMPIRE 
ACADEMY 
 MAY 20 

Based on Richelle Mead’s 

best-selling fantasy series 

in which half-human/half-

vampire Rose (Zoey Deutch) 

reluctantly returns to  

St. Vladimir’s Academy to train 

as a guardian and protect her 

best friend Lissa (Lucy Fry).

n BY LEO ALEFOUNDER





FINALLY...

BUILDING 
CASTLES
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More than half a century ago Sleeping Beauty’s 

animators sat down to create a fairy tale castle 

and came up with a design that has become 

the benchmark for royal movie residences, and 

the central feature for Disney theme parks in 

Anaheim, Hong Kong and Paris. 

In 2012, the creative team working on 

Disney’s Maleficent — in which Sleeping Beauty’s 

villainess gets the starring role — had to build 

that castle for real, or “movie real,” anyway, at 

England’s Pinewood Studios.

“The original animation is a fabulous piece of 

design,” says Maleficent’s production designer 

Gary Freeman. “It was very avant-garde when it 

came out. The artist really had an extraordinary 

approach to colour and the conflicts of colour. 

You look at each item individually and you 

think, ‘That shouldn’t work’ but when it’s all 

brought together, it does.” —MW

THIS PICTURE:  
Angelina Jolie 
in Maleficent
BELOW: Maleficent  
in Sleeping Beauty
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